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invention relates to a wire folding device having a wire feeding mechanism and a wire folding mechanism. More particularly, it
relates to a wire folding device wherein a wire can be fed smoothly when a predetermined length of wire is to be fed and the
wire can be folded neatly by keeping the wire in a bundle. A wire feeding mechanism for a wire folding device has been
proposed previously in which a wire is folded about a folding wheel by a wire folding mechanism and, thereby, it is folded into
a bundle. A sliding mechanism for feeding the wire in a feeding direction has been employed in this mechanism. That is, a wire
extending from a wire spool on a base plate toward the wire folding mechanism is fed by a wire feeding mechanism through a
guide plate having a guide groove. This wire feeding mechanism is designed to start the feeding of the wire when the wire
reaches a predetermined position along the periphery of the folding wheel. To this end, a beginning stop member is generally
used. The beginning stop member is a spring lever which is urged against the end of a wire which is lying on the base plate, to
thereby extend the wire while an end of the wire of a predetermined length is temporarily held by a spring arm of the beginning
stop member. A wire folding mechanism generally comprises a wire folding wheel and a wire folding arm which is pivotally
connected to the wire folding wheel, and the wire folding arm serves to fold the wire fed by the wire feeding mechanism into a
bundle. However, the above-mentioned prior art wire feeding mechanism requires a beginning stop member and a wire folding
mechanism, thereby complicating the construction and requiring a large space in the device. Further, in the above-mentioned
prior art wire folding mechanism, a wire is fed to the wire folding wheel, and the wire is folded by a wire folding member
provided on the circumference of the wire folding wheel. Thus, the wire folding member must be designed to have a shape
corresponding to the folding of a wire into a bundle. In order to fold the wire into a bundle, therefore, the wire folding member
must be designed with some limitations. As a result, the shape of the wire 1cb139a0ed
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